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Contexts 

 

In a relatively short period of time, the work of Ricardo Pascale has gained a prestigious 

position in the panorama of Uruguayan sculpting1.  And, he has gained this position by working 

intensely on a personal, absorbed language that sets him apart from the rest of his 

contemporaries. Modern Uruguayan wood sculpting is, admittedly, in itself, a rare 

phenomenon. And this is not because, as it has been argued, Uruguay does not have forests. 

There are native forests with a wealth of hard and soft woods- which would allow for small- 

sized creations as well as large- scale modular works- and a tradition of carpentry that came 

from overseas with the master cabinet makers, wood turners and "woodwork finishing" 

apprentices who came from Europe in successive migration waves. In fact, from the mix of 

these two sources, the rustic and the transoceanic, come remarkably inventive productions 

such as those of Wifredo Díaz Valdéz and Slustiano Pintos. This peculiarity is not then the 

result of a lack of raw materials, but rather stems from the multiplicity of topics, styles and 

techniques.  

 

Except for those who are closer to academicism, very few sculptors have nowadays chosen 

wood sculpting: Frensi Goldstein and Mariví Ugolino, a little earlier Claudio Silveira Silva, and 

on rare occasions Eduardo Díaz Yepes and Pablo Serrano, although the exception to this rule is 

the young artist Andrés Santángelo. Torres García’s heritage –Alpuy, Matto, Pailós, and 

Augusto Torres among others– has left behind a predominantly frontal, or rather  “mural” 

sculpting style, as homage to the master of Constructive Universalism. This frontality has also 

characterized a large part of Nelson Ramos' work and that of the younger Roberto Píriz and 

José María Pelayo, with a gradual growth in space in the case of Pablo Bruera, Pablo Damiani 

and Carlos Guinovart, to finally find a fresh variant in Juan José Núñez’s use of painted planks. 

The frequent use of wood in art pieces where the prominent role ultimately lies with other 

materials- Águeda Dicancro, Octavio Podestá, Germán Cabrera, Washington Barcala- or other 

conceptual tasks- the Uruguayan MADI artists, Lacy Duarte, Federico Arnaud- has left a 

                                                           
1 Jorge Abbondanza refers to this reality as a  “meteoric trajectory” of the artist, whose first exhibition happened in 1995. 
Foreword to  “Ricardo Pascale, Obra Reciente”, Del Paseo, 2006, Manantiales. 
 



distinctive contour in local arts, a truly tree-shaped silhouette. In this context, Pascale’s work 

stems from a new branch. Of all the artists mentioned above, he is the one that more intensely 

”projects”. That is, not only does he draw preliminary sketches, as so many sculptors do, but 

his work relies on a rigorous study of the configuration of the pieces, which he provides with a 

frame and a sticky surface. It is what we may call, for lack of a better term, an engineering 

process. 

 

The finished work cannot be conceived without this study of the "ready-made" shape, 

although random elements, inherent to the rich suggestions of the material, may intervene at 

the very start and at the final stages of the process. We can define Pascale’s work by 

comparing it to the work of the also meticulous Díaz Valdés: while the latter starts from a 

wooden object to gradually take it down through successive cuts and subtractions, the former 

sticks wood layers until completely coating the structure that is the result of the pristine, 

original idea. The final coating clearly defines its aesthetic conception: hard woods such as 

quebracho, lapacho, curupay, ibiraró, and ibirapitá, among others. Most of these woods come 

from old forests in Paraguay and were transported to our country in the last century to be 

employed in contention structures: railway sleepers, loading docks, tannery drums and mills. 

Acid, rocks, water and the contact with industrial heavy machinery have left visible marks on 

these planks and boards that fearlessly transcend their human uses. Age is to Pascale’s woods 

what paint is to paintings. And what was once the sturdy support of industry now gets dressed 

up, to become a decorative and dazzling surface. 

 

Shapes  

 

The genesis of Pascale’s shapes is also hard to determine. This is partly due to his constant 

vertiginous creative evolution, and partly to the absence of identifiable, or any at all, visual 

references. The teachings of Nelson Ramos have no doubt provided guidance, but have not 

left, as it was to be expected given his teaching method, any distinguishable aesthetic 

footprint. Strictly speaking, Pascale did not begin as a wood sculptor, but rather as a maker of 

relief collage. His conquest of volume has been gradual: as space grew, shapes became 

refined, stylized. The texture of the woods chosen did not change, but the impulse that 

organizes them has given rise to a symbology that does not fit in the local tradition. Totemic 

shapes, wheels, spirals and snails. A poetic made of organic fundamentals, a dialectical 

relationship between earth and heaven, nature and artifice: “The pieces allude to living 

processes, and there are moments of openness, flow and energy that evoke continuity and 



scientism, as the wheels and spirals open up. They are visual references of growth and vital 

development.”2 

 

Folds 

 

“Ruido Blanco” (White Noise) marks a turning point in Ricardo Pascale’s artistic production. It 

entails a departure from modern tradition and a further deepening of his personal artistic 

path. An option uninhibitedly based on contemporary artistic experience that resorts to 

installations as the prime exhibition practice. These implications become apparent in, among 

other reasons, his doing away with sculpture bases and the aid of other ephemeral elements.  

Medium and small-sized traditional sculpting has faced, throughout its varied modern history, 

the formal challenge of providing support to sculptures. In the case of abstract art pieces this 

challenge is twofold, because it is as hard to implement a “neutral” base to exhibit the piece as 

it is to plastically integrate a support structure of marked physical difference. In both cases the 

choice of materials, the texture and color of the pedestals, involves a set of pragmatic 

decisions that are required, but that never “ideally” solve the spatiality issue. That is, since 

modern sculpting proposes the issue of spatial and volumetric relations of  – figurative or 

abstract - shapes, any spatial and volumetric addition will alter the formal correspondences 

between the object exhibited and its environment, between the propositive sculptural 

language and the connotative, “unwitting”,  – language of the space surrounding the work. 

From this perspective, any visible form in a circumscribed area conveys something: hence, the 

art piece and its support structure may be openly contradictory, manifesting their tacit 

ambivalences.  

 

The great modern tradition led by masters like Brancusi, Gabo, Moore and Calder, solved the 

problem of support by seeking the balance and the systemic harmony required for the piece to 

support itself without any help, or at least by reducing this assistance to the point of making it 

seem invisible. These masters developed a sculptural school that is independent from the 

Renaissance tradition that forced its way to Rodin and Merardo Rosso, but that they somehow 

assimilated and embraced: their plays with harmony sacrificed the impromptu, the 

manufactured and the expressionism in their aesthetic search for balanced weights, 

proportionate mass, the correspondences between the full and the empty.  

                                                           
2 Alicia Haber, catalogue of the exhibition “Ricardo Pascale, nueva economía: ruedas y cilindros”, at the Centro Municipal de Exposiciones and at the Museo de 

Arte Contemporáneo of El País, 2003. 

 



 

As many others before him, Pascale has also faced this dilemma. Public city spaces provide an 

appropriate solution. In particular, his Hommage à la Correspondence I, II and III, vertical 

heights that resemble flowers or trees firmly inserted in the earth, artificially reproduce an 

idea of integration to nature, revived by man’s hand. The organic shapes of these “trees” - 

although born from meticulous geometrical studies and not from hazardous findings –are not 

part of an objet trouvé, but rather a secondary aspect that ideally reconstructs the contours of 

nature and integrates without resistance, as allies, to the surrounding vegetation. They then 

provide contrast and comfort to overcrowded urban constructions and areas, zones 

crisscrossed by lines and “cement cubes”.   

 

But, in the case of lesser scale sculptures for inner spaces, the issue of the supporting structure 

persists. In the collective exhibition “Arte y Madera” (Art and Wood)3 Pascale proposed new 

solutions by creating special pedestals for each piece, bases that play with the sculptural piece 

as a hand fidgeting and turning a fine ring between its fingers. The supporting structures 

“stretch” or “bend” to accommodate the artistic piece, make bold angles, compete with the 

piece in equal terms, and without hiding their poise, they seek to represent that which they 

hold. On their turn, sculptures have several “advantages” over the elegant supporting 

structures, such as the organic nature of the shapes, their heterogeneous colors, textures and 

their relief. This solution has, alas, its limitations: too many different works of art mounted on 

different bases create a “noise” that is not precisely “white”, and that mars the formal purity 

of Pascale’s designs. In these cases, the pedestal does not compete with the work it supports, 

but it competes with the pedestal of the work sitting next to it, and with the whole. There is a 

third alternative: doing away with supporting structures altogether. This seemingly simple 

gesture, however, implies the acceptance of a new notion of sculpting; in the same way as a 

painting with a golden frame, a frameless painting, and an unplastered canvas represent three 

opposing conceptions of painting. In this exhibition, the works displayed at ground level seem 

to grow from the polished floor planks, like spontaneous sprouts of the hall. The whole tends 

towards a landscaping concept, with the sculptural work as the staging of the landscape, a very 

rare image in terms of the aesthetic conceptual assumptions that govern both the modern 

tradition mentioned above, and current trendy installations.  

 

                                                           
3 Museo Nacional de Artes Visuales, curatorship by Pablo Bruera, June-July 2006. 

 



Another element that represents a conceptual turning point in the artist’s work is the inclusion 

of loose elements, untouched pieces of wood. One characteristic of Pascale’s work is the rigor 

in the development and structural complexity of his projects. Once the first “planar” stage of 

the structures was overcome, all sculptures have, as mentioned, a skeleton, and an inner 

armature that is one of the great challenges of the work to be erected. The audience cannot 

visually access these frameworks and skeletons because they are afterwards covered, as we 

know, with calculated fragments of rustic woods. In this exhibition, Pascale decided to place 

simple wood cuts on the floor of the exhibition room, and assembled them in a slanting vector. 

This is still a typically personal solution in its visuality, but deprived of any kind of adherence, 

or any structure whatsoever. Like a river carrying tiny loose pieces of wood floating in its 

current, accommodating and stretching them in its constant and silent flow (white noise?).  

 

The overall effect, in conjunction with the rest of the works, is stunning: the “river” seems to 

flow into a colossal piece of solar nature, while the other, vertical pieces act as witnesses of 

this synergic display. The notion of landscape soberly emerges again. An abstract landscape –if 

you will forgive the occurrence– composed of shapes of vital integrity. An inner, mental 

landscape, which has borrowed its armor from trees, to restore a space within the 

architectural space, an unexpected garden, to be inhabited and appreciated by men.  

 

The fundamental constant element, from the almost Pythagorean idea of geometrical shapes 

towards a vision of tough woods weathered by time and the elements, “builds” a special 

sonority, a special tone. This “white noise” is a repeated theme, like the murmur of foliage 

heard by the passerby who walks on the harshest and most stripped pavement. This is the 

path the artist has chosen to walk in the last times and that will surely provide new and fertile 

expressive variations. 

 

Text published in the catalogue of the exhibition Ruido Blanco al the Alliance Française. Montevideo, July, 2007. 

 


